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This article reports on the evolution of network structure as it relates to the formal and informal

aspects of social roles in well bounded, isolated groups. Research was conducted at the
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station over a 3-year period. Data was collected on crewmembers'
networks of social interaction and personal advice over each of the 8.5-month winters during a

time of complete isolation. In addition, data was collected on informal social role structure (e.g.,
instrumental leadership, expressive leadership). It was hypothesized that development and

maintenance of a cohesive group structure was related to the presence of and group consensus on
various informal social roles. The study found that core-periphery structures (i.e., reflecting

cohesion) in winter-over groups were associated with the presence of critically important
informal social roles (e.g., expressive leadership) and high group consensus on such informal

roles. On the other hand, the evolution of clique structures (i.e., lack of cohesion) were
associated with the absence of Critical roles and a lack of consensus on these roles, particularly

the critically important role of instrumental leader.
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Introduction

A number of researchers have begun to recognize the increasing importance of broader

sociological, anthropological, and social psychological issues in the study of humans in insolated

and extreme environments, particularly with respect to the social complexity of larger groups

(Johnson and Finney, 1986; Harrison and Connors, 1984; Nicholas et al., 1988; Pierce 1985).

Most notable among the potential concerns are the relationship of structural concepts such as

position, status, role, and norms to group evolution and function. Harrison and Conners (1984)

have pointed out that little actual research employing structural theory and concepts had been

carried out prior to their review. This is still basically true today.



Theabsenceof the application of structural concepts in earlier work on social groups is

somewhat understandable, since much of it has involved less than seven participants (Johnson

and Finney, 1986). Even in research on lnrger groups in exotic environments such as polar

research stations and among submariners, most of the attention has focused on questions of health

and psychological well-being (c.f. Gunderson, 1974; Gunderson and Palinkas, 1991; Taylor,

1987) with little attention to the social, cultural, or social psychological issues. Structural

concepts begin to increase in their explanatory value as groups become larger than seven. This

number is the upper limit (5+2) for the size of a single clique (Killworth and Bernard, 1974).

Beyond this limit, groups have the potential to form multiple cliques or subgroups, thereby

increasing structural complexity. One of the few early examples of the application of structural

concepts to a study of groups in exotic environments is Smith's (1966) sociometric study of an

Antarctic work group. In this study, seven members of a single work expedition were observed

and interviewed. Thus, one of the few applications of structural concepts to research in exotic

environments was somewhat limited in terms of structural complexity. Johnson (1989) and

Nicholas et al. (1988) have highlighted the importance of structural considerations in research

concerned with crew selection, training, and team development for future space missions. The

point is that in larger, more complex groups, structural factors become difficult to ignore

(Johnson and Finney, 1986).

Weak leadership in polar expeditions has been associated with catastrophic failure

(Leonov and Lebedev, 1975), and with low morale in other isolated settings (Hammes and

Osborne, 1965). Leadership has been one of the most intensely studied aspects of small group

phenomena, producing a vast array of definitions, a variety of methods for identifying or

evaluating individuals in example, the difference between the "functions" approach of Goudan

(1970), which emphasizes the characteristics of leaders, and the "integrative" approach of Gibb

(1969), which emphasizes leader-follower relations.
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Manydistinguishbetween"instrumental"or "task-motivated" leaders who are focused on

the accomplishment of goals, and "expressive" or "relation-motivated" leaders who play more

solidarity building roles in a group (Bales, 1953, 1958; Bales and Stodtbeck, 1955; Hare, 1976;

Slater, 1955; Bales and Siater, 1955; Fiedler, i 971; Rees and Segal, 1984). Termed "role differ-

entiation theory," it has been criticized because it fails to consider the integration of the two

leadership roles into one (Lewis, 1972; Meeker and WeitzeI-O'Neil, 1977). House (1977), too,

questions the mutual exclusivity of these roles in that the most successful groups tended to be

those in which leadership roles were integrated, rather than differentiated. Such leaders were

termed "charismatic."

The literature on leadership also demonstrates the importance of the distinction between

informal (emergent) and formal group structure. As Smith (1966) noted in observations of an

Antarctic group, informal or emergent roles will often replace or supplement more formal roles.

During the course of selecting expedition members for his attempt at the South Pole, for example,

Amundsen was painstakingly aware of the potential problems associated with the fit between

informal and formal role structures. Purposely keeping the backgrounds of member homogene-

ous, thereby avoiding the problems associated with background heterogeneity (e.g., scientists vs.

non-scientists), Amundsen devised an ad hoe test of potential members' stance toward authority.

As reported in Huntford (1984), Amundsen tested potential members with intentionally obscure

work tasks. The task simply tested an individual's potential competition for Amundsen's role as

leader. If someone in the course of the test questioned his authority, the individual was elimi-

nated from consideration.

Palinkas (1989c, 1990) and Blair (1992) observed that effective leadership appears to be

based on prior experience, articulation of goals, flexibility, and degree of interaction with other

winter-over personnel. Data obtained on leaders of previous Antarctic winter-over crews

indicated that evaluations of effective leadership were based on the ability of individuals

assuming these roles to minimize group conflict, effectively address problems such as abusive or



alcoholicstationmembersbeforetheybeganto affectstationmorale,keepprojectsonschedule

withoutoverworkingpersonnel,makeclamandrationaldecisionsduringanemergency,befair

andimpartialparticularlyinconflictsbetweennavyandcivilianpersonnel),andmaintaina

certainlevelof communicationwithotherwinter-overpersonnelthroughwork-relatedandsocial

activitieswithoutbecomingtoo"chummy."Leaderslackingtheseabilitieswereharshly

criticizedandblamedfor lowmoral,groupconflict,andinabilityto successfullycomplete

projectswithaminimumof mistakes.

"Leaders"and"followers"arelabelsfortwomajor"statuses,"or"grouppositions,"but,

aswesawpreviously,it is importantto realizethatheremaybeinformalorcovertstatusesthat

arenotsoeasilyidentified.Formalstatustermsdonotalwayscovertherangeof statusesand

rolesfoundingroups(Goodenough,1969;Merton,1957).

"Toomanycooks..."and"toomanychiefs..."arefolksayingsthatcapturetheessential

pointthatgroupheterogeneityis importantandthatcompetitionfor leadershipshouldbekeptata

minimum.Furthermore,therelationsamongthestatusesmustbeviewedasa"structure."Their

developmentwithinagroupis initiallydeterminedbythedegreeof fit betweenmembersof the

groupandtheirabilityto cometo anagreementonthestatusandroleof eachmember.

In aparticularlyinterestingsituationofthisprinciple,KleinandChristiansen(1969)

analyzedtherelativeeffectivenessof basketballteamsasafunctionof variationin role

expectations,statusconsensus,achievementmotivation,andfocusedleadership.Teamsthathave

bothhighaverageachievementmotivationandhighvarianceinachievementmotivationtendto

havehigherstatusconsensus,displayhigherdegreesof groupcohesion,andtherefore,winmore

ot_en.Theyalsofoundthatvariationsonthetask-orientationof theplayersincreasedthechances

thatdifferingroleexpectationswouldbemet. Robertshasobtainedsimilarresultsfor groupsina

varietyof competitivesituations,includingthemilitary(RobertsandWicke,1971;Robertsetal.,

1972;Robertsetai.,1980),drivers(RobertsandKundrat,1978),andathletes(Robertsand

Nuttrass,1980).
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Earlyon, Hall (1955) recognized the crucial importance of members' agreement on group

roles for producing cohesive groups. In the absence of role consensus, we find "role collision,"

described by Hare (1976) as a "type of conflict with may occur if two different individuals in a

group perform roles which overlap in some respects." Heterogeneity on some dimensions can

produce effective groups by simply reducing the potential for role collision. The value of status

and role heterogeneity is counterposed by the potential corrosive effect of heterogeneity among

group members' backgrounds (e.g., nonscientists vs. scientists) and other characteristics

(Palinkas, 1989a: Johnson and Finney, 1986; Bernard and Killworth, 1973).

The Amundsen example also illustrates the importance of structural heterogeneity;

varying the structural characteristics of group members allows them to fit in and function well

with each other. By screening the structural or role characteristics of possible expedition

members Amundsen minimized the potential for conflict due to role collision. This contention is

reinforced by reexaminations of Bavelas-type experiments by Freeman et al. (1979), which show

the relationship between effectiveness and centrality (itself an indicator of heterogeneity) and by

the work of MacKenzie (1976) demonstrating relationships between group hierarchy, task

processes, and group efficiency.

Note that status and role heterogeneity does not simply refer to heterogeneity of

personality traits. Individual needs for communication, interaction, and reinforcement from their

environment support good morale and individual effectiveness; individuals must fit in with one

another. In basketball, "fitting in" is determined by the networks formed by passing the ball. As

Klein and Christiansen (1969) demonstrated, structural heterogeneity resulted in effective

communication and efficient ball passing. We would also expect to find relationships among the

variance in achievement motivation, the production of an optimal network structure, and finally,

performance.

Outside of the psychotherapy literature, there have been few studies of deviant or lower

social statuses within small groups. Earlier small research focused on the negative aspects of



deviantsin lowerstatuses,inparticular,ontheirnon-conformityandrejectionbythegroup

(Newcomb,1943;ChowdryandNewcomb,1952;Festinger,1954;Riecken,!952;Israel,1956).

Similar.findingsfor groupsinexoticenvironmentshavebeenreported(HarrisonandConnors,

1984).

Others,however,haverecognizedthepositiveaspectsof suchstigmatizedstatusesby

notingtheimportantfunctionsof deviantsor lowstatusindividuals(DentlerandErickson,1959;

JohnsonandMiller, 1983).Deviantrolesemergeinmanyenduringgroups,especiallythosein

isolation(e.g.,workgroups[DentlerandErickson,1959];Antarcticexplorationgroups[Johnson

andFinney,1986],andisolatedcommercialfishcamps[JohnsonandMiller, 1983]).The

deviantsin theseexamplespositivelyfunctiontopromotegroupcohesion,reduceboredom,and

inhibitgroupconflict. DentlerandErickson(1959)pointoutthatdevianceisnotonlyanatural

partof groupstructure,it is institutionalized,accepted,andrewarded.

Thepositivefunctionalaspectsof suchlowstatuspositionscanmakeaconsiderable

contributiontoproducingharmoniousandeffectivesmallgroups.Justas"charismatic"

leadership(House,1977)is important,sotoois thepresenceof "charismatic"deviance(Johnson

andMiller, 1983).Occupantsof suchasocialpositionwill functionin rolesthatprovidea

commonreferencepoint(e.g.,mascot)for all othergroupmembers,therebypromotinggroup

cohesion.Thisrolewill typicallymanifestitselfinhumorandjokingbehavior.As Earls(1969)

andDunlap(1965)pointout,suchbehaviorisessentialforcopingwithboredombroughtabout

byprolongedperiodsof isolation.

In theAntarctic,Palinkas(1989a,1992a),identifiedtwomajorcategoriesof deviantsin

Americanwinter-overcrews.Thefirstcategoryistheindividualwhofailstoconformtogroup

normsandexpectations.Theseincludeindividualswhobreakrulesregardingpersonalorgroup

safety,resultingin injuryor death,whichaffectthemoraleof theentirestation;individualswho

abusealcoholandbecomehostiletoothercrewmembersor fail to performtheirworkassign-

ments;individualswhofail toperformroutinedutiessuchashousekeeping;andindividualsin



positionsof authoritywhofail to exerciseleadershipor fulfill groupexpectationsof theleader-

shiprole.Althoughtheseindividualsserveto unifythegroupasawholebyservingto definethe

boundariesof accep_bleandunacceptablebehaviorandreinforcegroupnorms,theymayalso

serveto weakenmoraleandleadtowidersocialconflictif littleornothingisdonetocontroltheir

behaviororminimizeitseffectsonothergroupmembers.

Thesecondcategoryof deviantis theindividualwhoactsasthestationclownorjester.

Frequently,thispersonis thecook,aciviliancontractoremployee,orajuniorenlistedNavyman

whowill performpranksandexaggeratehisorherbehaviorsufficientlyto beoutsidethemain-

streamof behavioronthestation,ye_notenoughto beconsidereddisruptiveor threatening.This

behavior provides a certain measure of relief to the stress imposed by the monotony of the physi-

cal and social environment. These individuals also provide an important communication function

in that they are frequently allowed to express frustrations or dissatisfaction with disruptive

individuals or undesirable conditions in a socially acceptable manner without causing additional

stress or conflict.

There is abundant anecdotal evidence that lower social statuses have been important in

past Polar expeditions. For instance, on his Antarctic expedition, Amundsen brought with him a

cook named Lindstrom. As "Chef, baker, pastry-cook he provided surrogate domesticity. He

was also instrument maker, taxidermist, housepainter.., and clown (334)." In his marginal social

position as cook, Lindstrom provided not only food, but also humor and comic relief, and greatly

contributed to group harmony during the long winter. Because of his marginal position,

Lindstrom was able to play the role of clown or court-jester without fear of any sanctions. Thus,

interpersonal and intraclique tensions and conflicts were reduced by the inclusion of this single

member.

In a study of Italian commercial fishermen in an isolated camp in Alaska, Johnson and

Miller (1983) and Johnson and Finney (1986) described the example of a deviant member (i.e.,

the worst fisherman of the group) who helped to mitigate conflict between the two major cliques



withinthenetworkof fishermen.Duringthefishingseasonof 1980,astrikehadidledmostof

thefishermenin thecamp.Thiswasaperiodofboredom,highstress,andhighpotentialfor

inter-personalandinter-cliqueconflict.However,thedeviant,becauseof hisstatusandpersonal

characteristics,emergedin theroleof"courtjester,"providingcomicreliefandacommonrefer-

encepointforall groupmembersirrespectiveof subgroupaffiliation.Theymadefunof him,

playedpranksonhim,andhewasafuntopicofconversation.Hewasrewardedforhisroleand

receivedvaluablesalmonascompensation.Hemaintainedmoderateproximitiesamong

membersof bothcliques.Hisrolewasimportantinminimizingconflictsduringthistenseperiod.

Asothergroupmembersdescribedhim: "Heis thebridgebetweenthetwogroups,"and"He

belongsto everyone,"(JohnsonandMiller, 1983:67).

Anotherimportantaspectof groupstructureconcernsitsformationandstability.

Palinkas(1989a)notedthreedistinctstagesof groupformationamongAntarcticgroups:group

openness,subgroupformation,andtheformationof groupidentity.Inthisprocess,thegroup

goesfromincoherenttocoherentstructurein thefirst twophases,whileinthethirdphase,the

groupdevelopssharednormsandgroupidentity(e.g.,winter-overvs.non-winter-over

personnel).Muchof thedevelopmentofthisidentityis facilitatedbyasocialcomparisonprocess

betweengroupmembersandthosefromthe"outside"(NataniandShurley,! 974;Palinkas,

1992a);perceivedsimilaritybetweentwomembersof anetworkisdirectlyrelatedtotheir

competitioneitherwitheachotheror somethirdparty(Burt,i982;Johnson,1986).

Whereassuchacomparisonprocessot_enleadsto homogeneityingroupnorms,values,

andthedevelopmentof agroupidentity,it mayalsoleadto conflict.Conflictisviewedasa

fundamentalto socialinteractionamongmembersof small,isolatedgroupsin theAntarctic

(McGuireandTolchin,1961;NataniandShurley,1974;Palinkas,1989b;Palmai,1963;Taylor,

1974), and is believed to occur in three distinct stages that parallel the stages of group formation.

During the first stage, conflicts occasionally occur between subgroups of station members. At

McMurdo, this conflict often occurs between military and civilian crewmembers, while at South



Poledifferencesbetweenscientificandciviliansupportpersonneloccur.Conflictsalsooccuron

thebasisof differencesinoccupationalassignments(seabeesversusadministrative/clerical

personnel,forinstance)(NataniandShurley,1974),recreationalpreferences("backtonature

types"versus"couchpotatoes"),extentof alcoholor substanceabuse(Palinkas,1989b),tastesin

music(StrangeandYoungman,1971),andage(Taylor,1974,1987).Duringthethirdstage,the

unifiedsocialgroupmaybeinconflictwithindividualcrewmembersorcliqueswhoareostra-

cizedfor failingtoadhereto groupnorms.Theseincludeindividualswhoregularlyabusealcohol

orothersubstances,fail to performassignedtasks,arebelligerentorviolentwhendrunk,or

jeopardizethemselvesorothersthroughdisregardto safetyrulesandregulations.

Althoughsocialconflictmaybefoundto somedegreeinalmosteverywinter-overcrew,

it isunclearwhetherthisconflictisaninherentfeatureofthesocial,cultural,andenvironmental

characteristicsof thegroupitself(c.f.,Rohrer,1961), or is theresultof differencesinpersonality,

socialcognition,andofthesocioculturalbackgroundorculturalmilieuof individualgroup

members(Palinkas,1988,1989b),thesizeof thesocialgroup(DollandGunderson,1971),or

styleof leadershipexercisedbystationmanagersorofficers-in-charge(BiersnerandHogan,

!984).Somewinter-overcrewmembersatMcMurdoStationin 1989,for instance,indicatedthat

levelsof socialconflicttendtoincreaseduringyearswhenthecrewincludesconstruction

workershiredto completecertainjobsduringthewinter.A studybyBiersnerandHogan(1984)

foundthatsocialcompatibilityremainedhighduringtheninemonthsof confinementatone

stationwhoseleaderreceivedhighratingsfromotherstationmembers,whileatasecondstation,

whoseleaderreceivedpoormarksfromfellowwinter-overpersonnel,conflictsamongmembers

ofthegroupwerefrequentandsevere.

Furthermore,it isunclearwhethersocialconflictis thecauseor theconsequenceof an

individualfailureto adaptto theunusualsocialandenvironmentalconditionsoftheAntarctic

researchstationduringtheaustralwinter.Forexample,theinabilitytocopewiththeprolonged

confinementwithundesirableco-workersandisolationfromfamilyandfriendsbackhomemay
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leadto increasedalcoholabuse,which,in turn,increasestheriskof fightingbetweenindividuals.

Ontheotherhand,conflictswithco-workersorotherstationmembersmayleadto emotional

distress,reducedmorale,andadeclineinworkperformance.

Researchfocusingontheevolutionof networkstructure(Doreian1983)andits

relationshipto groupfunctionandconflictiscriticalforunderstandingthedynamicinterplay

betweenroleandnetworkstructuresand,moreimportantly,groupoutcomes(e.g.,performance)

inwellboundednetworks.Romneyetal. (1989)discussedmodelsof longitudinalnetworkdata

inareexaminationof theNewcombdata.Theyfoundthatthestructureofthegroupconverged

quicklytoastablefinalstructure.Others,too,havebeenconcernedwithstatisticallymodeling

stabilityinsocialnetworksovertime,particularlyin fixednodenetworks(Snijders1990;Sanil,

Banks,andCarley1997). Yetothershavelookedfor possibleexplanationsunderlyingstability

or changeincludingsuchthingsasreciprocity,tiestrength,transitivity,andstructural

embeddedness(Feld1997).However,therehasbeenlittleworkrelatingchangesinnetwork

structureto thecharacteristicsandstructureof socialrolesfoundin groups.

Propositions

Basedontheliteraturediscussedabovewemightexpecttheevolutionof cohesivegroup

structuretoberelatedto theemergenceof andagreementonvariousinformalsocialroles.We

specificallyexplorethefollowingpropositionsastheyrelateto theevolutionof networkstructure

overtime:

Pl: Themoretheconsensusoninformalleadershiproles,themorecohesivethegroup,
independentof initial conditions.

P2:Themorethatinformalandformalleadershiprolesoverlap,themorecohesivethegroup,
independentof initialconditions.

1'3: The more the consensus on expressive leadership roles, the more cohesive the group,

independent of initial conditions.

P4: The more that instrumental and expressive leadership roles are integrated, the more effective

will be the leadership and the more cohesive the group.
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Ps:Themorethatpositivedeviantrolesarepresent,themorecohesivethegroup.

Weexaminethesepropositionsinasettingthatallowsfor clearnetworkboundariesand

littleinfluencefromfactorsoutsidethenetworkof interest.Oftentermeda"natural"laboratory

forthestudyof humansin isolation,theSouthPoleStationis thesettingfor anexamination of

the propositions.

The Setting

The setting for this study is the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station located 90 ° South

Latitude. An American station, the site has been occupied since the International Geophysical

Year in 1956. The original polar station was abandoned in the early seventies being replaced by a

larger station whose most prominent feature is a large geodesic dome that provides protection for

a number of modular buildings.

The station is run by the National Science Foundation and its primary purpose is

concerned with scientific investigation in various fields, most notably astrophysics. Although

initially the polar crews at South Pole included both civilian and Naval personnel it is now

exclusively a civilian operation (with the exception ofC-130 flights in and out of the pole piloted

by the military). Winter over crews consist of two primary groups of people. First, there are the

support personnel (referred to here as "trades") who work for a private firm contracted to run the

day-to-day operations of the station. These include plumbers, carpenters, electricians, mechanics,

cooks, material handlers, science and computer techs, and the station manager. Second, there are

the NSF grantees and their employees (grad students, science technicians, post-does), often

referred to by the "trades" personnel as "beakers".

There are a number of ethnographic background items that are important for

understanding the overall analysis and discussion:

- Crew members beginning training as a group in August preceding the month of deployment
to the South Pole in October. They are in each other's company for well over 16 months.
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- Winter over crew are generally at the South Pole Station from October of one year through

November of the next. Technically, an individual is not allowed to stay two successive

winters.
- Winter over crew are confined to the station for 8.5 months during the Austral winter with no

crew.leaving or no new crew entering. The nearest American station (McMurdo Station) is
over 800 miles away. Winter temperatures are so cold (record temperature at South Pole -

1i 9°F) that rescue of crew is next to impossible.

- Joking behavior and pranks are an important part of station culture. Also referred to as
"button pushing", crew are often assessed by other crew on individuals' ability to both give
and receive such behaviors. Often pranks are on the edge of what might be considered to be

in "jest" verging on what can be termed as mean spirited.
- There is a high degree of variation from year to year with respect to problems associated with

the consumption of alcohol. Over the course of the three years of our research alcohol

problems were generally isolated to single individuals rather than any particular group.
- The increase in the proportion of female crew at the station over the past 15 years has had a

claming effect on both the incidence of "pranks" and on the frequency of"dome" mouth

(foul language).

The Data

The network data for this study was collected over a three year period with three distinct

winter-over crews in the 1990's at the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. Year A had a total

winter over crew of 28 with 9 females and 19 males. Year B had a total winter over crew of 27

with 20 males and 7 females. Finally Year C had a total winter over crew of 22 with 4 females

and 18 males. Winter-over crew members were the focus of the inquiry and most of the data

reported here is for the 8.5 month winter-over period. During this period crew members were in

complete isolation with no one coming in or leaving the station between approximately February

15 and October 25 of a given year. During the 15thof each of the 8.5 month isolation period the

station physician distributed and collected questionnaires that asked a number of network and

social-psychological questions. For the purposes of this paper we focus on two primary types of

data collected during this period.

The first of these are crew members self reports of ratings of social interactions with

each of the n-I other crew members over the prior two weeks. The ratings scale ranged from 0 to

10 with 0 representing no interaction and 10 representing a great deal of interaction. These were

collected at the middle of each winter-over month for a total of 8 months. Finally, additional
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networkdatawascollectedatstationopeningattheendof October.Thisconsistedof successive

pile-sortsof crewperceptionsof "whopeoplehungoutwith".

Thesecondprimarytypeof dataconsistedof asentenceframecompletiontask(Johnson

andWeller,forthcoming)askingcrewmemberstoassociateeachofthecrew,including

themselves,witheachof elevenpossibleinformalsocialroles.Crewwereaskedtocircleallthe

namesthatfit asentencesuchas" isanaturalleaderin gettingthingsdonearound

station."This task was collected at the beginning, middle and end of the period of winter-over

isolation. In addition, and in conjunction with the successive pile-sorts, crew were asked at

station opening to associate crew members with each of 22 different informal social roles or role

attributes. This differed from the eleven informal roles used in the questionnaire described above

in that an additional set of more negative roles were included. The positive informal roles/role

attributes included social director, leader, everybody's buddy, peacemaker, joke with,

comedian/clown, storyteller, counselor, count on, committed to work, and volunteer. The more

negative informal roles/attributes included self-exile, loner, rigid, cliquey, disruptive, know-it-all,

whiner, hypertense, and alcohol problem. These informal roles and role attributes were obtained

from a set of preliminary interviews with winter-overs from years previous to the beginning of

the 3 year study (see Johnson and Weller, forthcoming for a description of the methodology).

For our purposes we focus primarily on three informal roles. The first of these we refer

to as the instrumental leadership role and is associated with the elicitation frame referring to "a

natural leader in getting things done around station". The second is the expressive leadership role

and is defined as individual crew who were viewed as "social directors" and organizers of events.

The final roles concern positive deviance (i.e., clowns and comedians) and negative deviance

(i.e., the negative roles listed above).

Core/Periphery Structure
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Initially,weneedto examinethe degree to which each of the years has a core/periphery

structure or more precisely the extent to which a core/periphery structure evolves and remains

stable over time. We accomplish this in two ways. First, network graphs of the of the soeiat.

interactions ratings for each of the months and the successive pile sort data collected at station

opening will provide a visual test of the presence of core/periphery structures in the groups.

Second, based on the recent work of Borgatti and Everett (in press) we employ the core/periphery

block model approach which seeks to maximize the correlation between a structure matrix

representing a theorized core/periphery structure and a partitioning of the raw data itself.

Figures 1-3 show the final group structures (i.e., at station opening at the end of October)

for each of the three years as shown in a multidimensional scaling of the successive pile sort data

of crew's perception of"who hung-out with whom". A visual inspection of the three

configurations reveals that Year A (Figure 1) has what might be thought of as a classic

core/periphery structure with the core members interacting frequently amongst themselves and

peripheral members having less interaction with either the core or other periphery members.

Year B (Figure 2) has some the same characteristics as Year A, but has three actors in the

periphery (one is D an extremely shy individual and two not shown who were in self-exile further

from the core) and a core that contains some degree of subgrouping based on higher interaction

frequency for some in the core versus others. From the interviews (i.e., circled subgroups are

based on distinctions made by crew and not by any computational means) three of the major

subgroups within the core consist of a group that hung out a lot in the galley and was referred to

as the "couch group" (a mix of both science and trades crew members). A second group within

the core consisted of three individuals who worked the night shift while the third major subgroup

consisted of couples of which several had previous winter-over experience. Year C (Figure 3)

stands in stark contrast to the previous two years in that there is a clear clique structure in which

three distinct subgroups are evident, subgroups that had a tendency to hangout with one another
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in three separate and distinct locations within the station (e.g., location oftvs and vcrs). In

addition, there are "a number of crew that lie between the three subgroups and one clear outlier.

In a further examination of the evolution of core/periphery structures in the three years

we now turn to the monthly reports of rates of social interaction. Although we shall see other

sections of the paper that will contribute further to an understanding of various types of change in

the networks over time, we now look at the degree to which core/periphery structure changed

over the course &the entire year for each group. An indicator of core/periphery structure comes

from Borgatti and Everett (in press) and is based on the idea of a sorting actors into core and

periphery blocks in which the upper left block of the model will contain actors with high

frequencies of interaction and the lower right block will contain peripheral actors with low

frequencies of interactions or near zero interactions. The indicator of core/periphery is obtained

through correlating (QAP correlations) a theorized structure matrix (i.e., containing all ones in the

upper left block and all zeros in the lower right block) with the blocked raw interaction data. The

core/periphery index, referred to as "final fitness", was calculated using the core/periphery

categorical procedure in UCINET V (Borgatti 1999).

Figure 4 shows the change in final fitness over the 8.5 months of winter for the three

groups. The three years show varying degrees of similarity in change over course of the winter.

Whereas all three years show a decline in fitness for the last month of the winter, Year C shows

an overall decline in fitness over the course of the winter while Year A shows an overall increase.

Year B, on the other hand, shows a periodic up and down movement with little net gain or loss

over the course of the 8.5 months. The decline in fitness for all three in the last month may

reflect the overall decline of social interactions among crew more generally given the need to

concentrate on work issues in anticipation of station opening. All three experience lowest fitness

in the midwinter period. This seems to correspond well with other psychological indicators in

which midwinter often is the time that crew experience the greatest amount of depression and the
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greatestproblemsdueto theeffectsof seasonalaffectivedisorderdueprimarilyto light

deprivation(Palinkasetai. 1998).

Boththevisualandblockmodelmethodsfor determiningcore/peripherystructureinthe

threeyearsultimatelyagreethatYearA displaysthegreatestcore/peripherystructure,followed

byYearB andYearC atwinters'end. It is importanttonotetheradicalchangesin thefitnessfor

YearC. Asweshallseein latersections,thisis in keepingwithanumberof problemsfacedby

membersofthisgroupoverthecourseof thewinter.

Direction of Change

As we saw in the section above, two of the years experienced change with respect to

fitness in either an upward or downward direction. Such changes in structure imply some degree

of directionality in movement over time. For example, one would anticipate Year A to move

from a structure that is less cohesive to one that is more cohesive. On the other hand, the

analysis above implies that Year C moves from a structure that is more cohesive to one that is less

cohesive. Finally in the analysis above Year B may display shitls of individuals over time but not

any real change overall in the final structure as compared to it's initial structure.

Figures 5-7 show the results of a series of Correspondence Analyses of the stacked

interaction ratings matrices over the 8.5 month period. For each of the figures only the initial

position and final position for each crew member is shown. The arrows indicate the direction of

the movement for each crew member from March to October. A characterization of the

movements corresponds well with what was implied from the analysis on fitness. Year A, with a

few exceptions, has most crew moving inward toward the center of the space. For Year B

movement is somewhat mixed with many crew moving position in the same relative direction

while others moving only slightly in the opposite direction. Finally, Year C, again, stands in

contrast to the other two in that there is a clear movement of crew members outward from the

center of the space to the periphery of the space in a kind of structural supernova. In addition, the
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movementofclustersof crewinbasicallythreedifferentdirectionsreflectstheformationof well

definedsubgroupsreflectedin theMDSofthesuccessivepilesortdata.

Table1attemptsto summarizethemovementofactorsineachof the3years.Basedona

visualinspectionof theplots,countsweremadeasto whetheractorsweremovingtowardeach

otherin thecenterof thespaceorawayfor eachother.Althoughtheremaybesomedegreeof

subjectivityinassigningdirectionthereisanobvioustrendthatis illustratedbythetable.YearA

hasthemostmovementinwardfollowedbyYearB. YearC movesfromamorecohesive

core/peripherystructuretoonethatismuchmorefactionalizedintorelativelydistinctsubgroups.

Evolution and Instrumental and Formal Leadership

In this section we examine the propositions concerning the relationships between group

structure and the corresponding evolution of social roles. In the first two propositions (PI) we

expect a cohesive group structure to be associated with both group consensus on instrumental

leadership (i.e., informal work leader) and the overlap of informal instrumental leadership with

formal designated leadership (I'2). We must look for such relationships, however, in a more

descriptive or exploratory manner given we lack a sufficient number of cases to conduct any

reasonable statistical tests of the propositions. Nevertheless, a visual examination of the data

should reveal general trends if, in fact, they are present.

Table 2 is shows changes in the degree of consensus on the instrumental leadership role

between the beginning and end of winter. Strong consensus is considered to be 67 percent or

more of those responding assigning a role to a given individual (c> .66). Moderate consensus is

agreement among those responding ranging between 33 and 66 percent (.33<c<.67). The table

reveals two important trends that are both in the predicted direction. First the two most cohesive

years move from lack of consensus on instrumental leadership to one of strong consensus and it

should be noted that for Year A 100 percent of those responding agreed on the formal leader (i.e.,

the station manager) as the informal instrumental leader. On the other hand, Year C moves from

consensus to divided agreement on instrumental leadership. More importantly, however, is the
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trendtowardbothagreementonandtheoverlapof bothformalandinformalleadershiprolesfor

YearsA andB ascomparedtoyearC. Intheformertwoyearsagreementoninstrumental

leadershipincreasesovertimeandtheformalleader,thestationmanager,exclusively occupies

both informal and formal leadership roles. For Year C the movement is just the opposite. At the

beginning of the winter there is strong consensus on and overlap between the informal and formal

in terms of leadership. However, by the end of the winter there is competition between the

formal leader and two other crew for the instrumental leadership role leading to role "collision".

This corresponds well with the movement from a more core/periphery structure with the manger

as the clear informal leader to a clique structure with competition between multiple informal

leaders towards the end of the winter.

To help in illustrating the differences in final group structures in relation to the

consolidation of both formal and informal leadership roles Figures 8-10 are graphs of the October

(winter's end) network structures from the correspondence analysis of stacked matrices with

formal leaders (station managers) distinguished as white vertices. The social interactions ratings

data for each of the years was dichotomized using the following criteria.

X_ = r>_4

therwise

The graphs are in keeping with the discussion above in that for Year A (Figure 8) the

manager is positioned in the center of the network surrounded by a high degree of interaction in

the core. In Year B (Figure 9) the formal leader is in the center of the network encircled by a

slightly less dense core as compared to the previous year. Finally, in Year C (Figure 10) the

formal leader is central to one of the three main subgroups found in the network, but not in a

position that fosters access to all segments of the groups structure.

Evolution and Expressive Leadership
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Althoughpossiblynotascriticalas instrumental leadership in groups, and as noted in

earlier sections, expressive leadership is also important for positive group function. In addition, it

is important to examine the relationship between group outcomes (e.g., cohesive structure) and

the integration of both expressive and instrumental leadership roles in one (House 1977). Table 3

provides data on the changes in consensus on expressive leadership over the course of the winter.

In a test of I'3 we observe Years A and B moving from a lack of expressive leadership to the

presence of expressive leadership, particularly for Year A. Year A has strong consensus on three

individuals in the role of expressive leader with moderate consensus on two others. This year has

multiple individuals in the expressive role without necessarily the presence of role integration

(1"4). Year B goes from the total absence of expressive leadership to one of moderate consensus

on two crew members, one of which is the station manager (i.e., integration of formal and

instrumental and expressive roles). Although certainly far from definitive, it would seem that

there is slightly more support for role differential theory over the role integration approaches

advocated by, for example, House (1977).

Year C, on the other hand, moves from high consensus on one individual and moderate

consensus on another, who also happens to be the station manager, to the complete disappearance

of anyone occupying an expressive leadership role. Thus, in this year the important role of

expressive leader, although initially present, is absent by winters end.

Evolution and Deviant Social Roles

Finally, Ps is tested through an examination of the presence or absence of both positive

(i.e., joker/clown or comedian) and negative (i.e., self-exile, loner, rigid, cliquey, disruptive,

know-it-all, whiner, hypertense, alcohol problem) deviant roles in the three years at the end of the

Austral winter. Table 4 shows the frequency counts for both positive and negative roles. Years

A and B have a large number of positive deviant roles with little or no negative deviance, at least

in terms of any strong to moderate consensus. In keeping with previous analyses, Year C has only

one moderately agreed upon positive deviant role while there are two crew seen as disruptive
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playingmorenegativeroles.Thus the two years with the more cohesive structures have a higher

degree of positive or functional deviance while the least cohesive year has the highest amount of

dysfunctional deviance.

Discussion and Summary

The three years vary in terms of the evolution of network structures over the 8.5 months

of the winter. Year A has the highest fitness in terms of core/periphery structure at winters end.

The structure for this year evolves over time going from a less cohesive to a more cohesive

structure by station opening. Year B has the second highest fitness and follows a different

structural pattern over the winter. In this case, the structure of the group displays some degree of

periodicity in fitness having moderate cohesion at both the beginning and end of the winter.

Finally, Year C moves from a highly cohesive structure at the beginning of winter to a more

factionalized structure by winters end. Figures 8-10 of the final network structures also confirms

the difference in the three years in terms of cohesiveness. These difference in the evolution and

stability of networks over time make it clear that instability, although often thought of in negative

terms, is neither positive nor negative but is more a matter of the kind and direction of change

that occurs. For Year A instability is positive in the sense that change occurred in manner that led

to the evolution of group cohesion over time. For Year C, on the other hand, instability had

negative consequences in that the group moved from a cohesive to a divisive network structure

over the course of the winter.

Agreement on work or instrumental leadership increases over time for years A and B and

is diffused for year C (moderate agreement on multiple work leaders) reflecting competition

among individual crew for the instrumental leadership role. More importantly, there is

consolidation of both instrumental and formal leadership into a single role for Years A and B,

while for Year C the opposite is the case. Expressive leadership roles disappear completely for

Year C, while Year A has high consensus on multiple actors in that role and Year B has
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moderateconsensusfortwoindividualsin that role, including the station manager (i.e., a case of

role integration).

At winter's end positive deviant roles, such as clowns or comedians, are present in years

A and B, but mostly disappear for Year C (moderate consensus on one crew member). Instead,

year C has the highest amount of dysfunctional roles found in the three years studied. This is

important in that the events that transpired in Year C worked to undermine the ability of the

formal leader to maintain the consolidation of both informal and formal leadership roles. This

was further exacerbated by the disappearance of the only expressive leader sometime in the

middle of winter ( due in part to harassment of the expressive leader by a marginalized crew

member). Lack of multiple expressive leaders (i.e., multiple social directors) meant that there

was a high degree of dependency on a single individual to perform this important role over the

course of the entire winter. The efforts of some of the disruptive crew members (i.e.,

dysfunctional deviants) eventually led to the withdrawal of the expressive leader from overall

group interaction. This made the formal leaders ability to maintain group cohesion much more

difficult.

The importance of expressive leadership lies in the ability of individuals in these roles to

bring people together in a variety of interactive social contexts (e.g., dinner parties, sporting

events, role playing games, movie nights). In this setting higher rates of social interaction aid in

limiting gossip, the formation of stereotypes, and the development of rumors, all potential

contributors to conflict and division. There appears to be a clear advantage in having several

individuals in the role of social director or expressive leader. Unlike the role of instrumental

leader where the effects of role competition or "collision" can be detrimental, multiple players in

the social director role ensures that there will be adequate expressive leadership despite the

potential influences of negative social forces or psychological stresses due to isolation and

confinement.
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Conclusion

Withtheexceptionof proposition 4 concerning the integration of leadership roles, there

is reasonable support for the 4 remaining propositions, albeit with respect to observed trends and

not any true inferential tests. However, the evidence is compelling in that the presence, absence,

and structure of certain informal social roles in groups of the kind described here is important in

understanding the evolution of group cohesion as conceptualized using the core/periphery

concept.

It should be pointed out that the informal roles discussed here are not independent of one

another. A cohesive group is one that has a combination of informal roles that are essential to the

proper functioning of a group. As was evident in Year C, the formal group leader had a difficult

time maintaining consensus on her/his role as informal leader because of the disappearance of the

expressive leadership role due, in part, to the negative influences of dysfunctional deviance.

Competent leadership alone is not enough to aid in both the development and maintenance of a

cohesive network structure. Rather, it is necessary to have a combination of roles filled by

different individuals that are structured in particular ways so that people fit in with one another

and contribute to group solidarity. It is the interplay of these various roles at various levels (i.e.,

lower statuses as well as upper statuses) that ultimately determines the evolution of network

structure in isolated and extreme environments, and we venture to guess in other settings as well.

*This research was funded by the National Science Foundation with joint support from

the Office of Polar Programs, The Sociology Program, and The Cultural Anthropology Program
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crews of South Pole Station for their cooperation in making this research successful. More

importantly, however, we thank them for their kindness and friendship.
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Table 1. Comparison of direction of movement from tI to t8.

Out In

Year A 7 21

Year B 12 15

Year C 18 3

FI(x) = 18.58

Exact p = 0.001
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Table2.Comparisonof consensusoninstrumentalleaderroleandisomorphismwithformal
leadershiprolebetweenbeginningandendof winterover.

Beginning End

Year High Moderate High
Consensus Consensus Consensus
(c>.66) (.33<c<.67) (c>.66)

A 0 2* 1'

B 0 1' 1"

C 1' 1 0

*denotesformalleaderin frequencycount

Moderate
Consensus
(.33<c<.67)

2

3*
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Table3. Comparison of consensus on expressive leader role between beginning and end of

winter.

Beginning End

Year High Moderate High
Consensus Consensus Consensus

(c> .66) (.33<c<.67) (c> .66)

A 1 0 3

B 0 0 0

C 1 1" 0

*denotes formal leader in frequency count

Moderate

Consensus

(.33<c<.67)

2*
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Table4.Comparisonof thepresenceof positveandnegativedeviantsatendof winter.

Positive

Year High Moderate High
Consensus Consensus Consensus
(c>.66) (.33<c<.67) (c>.66)

A 2 4 0

B 3 0 0

C 0 I 1

*denotesformalleaderin frequencycount

Negative

Moderate
Consensus
(.33<c<.67)
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Figure 2. MDS of station opening successive pile sort data on "who hung-out with

whom" for Year B.
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Figure3. MDSof station opening successive pile sort data on "who hung-out with whom" for

Year C.
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Figure 5. Correspondence analysis of the stacked social interaction matrices for the 8 months of
winter showing actor's initial position on March (beginning of vector) and final position in

October (arrow) for Year A.
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Figure 6. Correspondence analysis of the stacked social interaction matrices for the 8 months of
winter showing actor's initial position on March (beginning of vector) and final position in

October (arrow) for Year B.
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Figure 7. Correspondence analysis of the stacked social interaction matrices for the 8 months of
winter showing actor's initial position on March (beginning of vector) and final position in

October (arrow) for Year C.
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Figure 8. Graph of October (final) structure from stacked correspondence analysis showing the

position of the manager (white vertice) in Year A.
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Figure9. Graphof October(final)structurefromstackedcorrespondenceanalysisshowingthe
positionof themanager(whitevertice)inYearB.
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Figure 10. Graph of October (final) structure from stacked correspondence analysis showing the

position of the manager (white vertice) in Year C.
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